Missouri State University
Spring 2016 Graduates
(Sorted Alphabetically)

Brett Abell, MS
George Aboagye-Asare, MNAS
Nii Kpakpo Abrahams, MA
Estefania Acosta Aguirre, BS
Shelby Acton, BS
Chelsea Adams, BA
Megan Adams, BS
Nicole Adams, BS
Rachel Adams, MS
Spencer Adams, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Brittney Adkison, MS
Elizabeth Agner, BMUS, Summa Cum Laude
Patrice Ahl, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Alyssa Ahner, BS, Cum Laude
Amber Akers, BS
Ahmed Al Tuhafi, BS
Bushra Albibi, BS
Mohmmed Aldawish, BS
Kayla Alexander, BSED, Cum Laude
Alexander Alfaro, BMUS
Akram Alfatle, MA
Claire Alfermann, MS
Shukri Alhelal, BS
Seba Al-Hindawy, MA
Sarah Alkedwi, MSED
Brittany Allen, MBA
Clinton Allen, BS
Jordan Allen, BME, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Suzanne Allen, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Caleb Allison, BS
Asher Allman, MGS
Mohammad Almashaan, MPA
Afrah Almutairi, MPA
Aliah Alqahtani, MSED
Hammad Alqahtany, BS, Cum Laude
Entidhar Al-Rashid, MA
Sultan Alrosainy, MSED
Wael Alrubayan, BS
Mohammed Alsubaie, BS
Sweel Alsweel, BS
David Altman, BS
Ihab Altufaili, MA
Cole Anderson, BS
Kimberly Anderson, BSN, Cum Laude
Nathan Anderson, BS
Rebekah Anderson, BS
Shae Anderson, MS
Tyler Andrews, MBA
Chinedu Anosike, MBA
Renee Antalick, MAT
Nicole Anthony, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Alexander Antonopoulos, BS, in the Honors College
Bronwen Antoszewski, MACC
Cody Applegarth, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Casey Appleton, BS
Kari Arehart, EDS
Karen Argent, BS
Elizabeth Armbrecht, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Alaina Arner, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Nicole Arnone, BS, Cum Laude
Shawn Artz, BS, Cum Laude
Sydney Ary, BSED
Amber Asbury, BSAT
Savannah Ash, BS
Sarah Ashe, BS
Andrew Ashley, BSED
Luke Aten, DPT
Tiffany Aukerman, MSW
Kathryn Auner, MA
Kristin Ausmus, MSED
Alicia Austin, BS
Morgan Austin, BA, Cum Laude
Anna Avanzado, BS
Jose Avendano, BFA
Madison Avery, BSED, Cum Laude
Tareg Ayedh, BS
Thomas Baack, BS
Elizabeth Bacon, BS
Maile Bacon, BSED
Sarah Bafiel, MPH
Andrea Bagwell, BSED, Cum Laude
Yiqiu Bai, BS
Alyssa Bailey, DPT
Daniel Baird, BA, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Ali Bajwa, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Logan Baker, BS
Starla Baker, BS, Cum Laude
Tonya Baker, MSED
William Baker, MSED
Jesse Balami, MS
Adrian Balanean, BSED
Kate Baldwin, BS
Nathan Bales, BSED
Jessica Ball, BFA, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Megan Ball, BS, Cum Laude
Alison Ballard, BS
Seth Baltz, MS
Matthew Banks, BS
Stephanie Bannerman, BSN, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Xuelichen Bao, BS
Ann Barger, MSED
Elizabeth Barkley, MS
Shawna Barkley, BS, Cum Laude
James Barnes, BS
Karyn Barnes, BS
Nathan Barnhart, MACC
Ryan Barnoski, BS, Cum Laude
Andrew Barr, BS
Angel Barr, BS
John Barron, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Ibrahima Barry, BS
Ian Bathgate, BSN, Cum Laude
Kinsey Batten, BS
Jennifer Battles, MS
Lindsey Baty, BS
Christa Bauer, BSED, Cum Laude
John Baughman, MACC
Katherine Baurichter, BS, Cum Laude
Landon Bax, BSED
Kelsie Bayless, BS
Joshua Beaird, DPT
Katelyn Beasley, BS, Cum Laude
Brooke Beaver, BA
Judith Beaver, BSW
Dylan Beck, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Gustin Beck, BS
Sara Beck, DPT
Zachary Beck, BA, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Aubrey Becker, BS
Heather Becker, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Tracy Beckham, DNAP
Courtney Beckmeyer, BS
Katelyn Becraft, BA
Jamie Beelow, BSED
Andrew Begemann, BA
Olyvia Behnke, BSED
Olyvia Behnke, BFA
Jessica Behrens, BS
Haoyu Bei, BS
Joshua Belew, BS
Matthew Belics, BS
Josh Bell, MS
Joshua Bell, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Tori Bell, BSN, Cum Laude
Malvika Bellamkonda, MPH
Kelsey Bellew, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Katelyn Bellings, BS
Kary Belmore, BS
Lauren Bender, BSED
Katrina Benecasa, MM
Kendal Bensch, BS
Pedro Benitez, BSED
Shannon Benne, MSED
Gavin Bennett, BS
Sarah Bennett, BSED
Amanda Benson, BS
Alexander Berger, BS
Caleb Berger, BS
Rachel Berry, DPT
Lacy Berziel, BS, Cum Laude
Jennifer Beshoner, BS
Kaitlin Beshoner, BS
Steven Beyer, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Alyssa Bias, BS
Logan Biehl, BS
Alissa Biermaier, BS
Monica Bird, BS
George Black, MS
George Black, MHA
Daryl Blackwell, AUD
Kathryn Blair, BS
Lyndsey Bleckman, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Nicholas Bley, BS
Britney Block, BSED, Cum Laude
Jonathan Blodgett, BS
Jessica Blomenkamp, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Simona Bodea, BSED, Summa Cum Laude
Joseph Boehler, BS
Gretta Boerding, BS
Katherine Bohn, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Michael Bohnert, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Brooke Bojko, BS
Courtney Bollig, BFA, Cum Laude
Beth Bolyard, MACC
Marcelo Bonani, BS
Brandy Bonnette, MSED
Camyn Boone, BS
Benjamin Borgstede, BS, Cum Laude
Michael Boschert, BS
Daniel Bose, BS
Matthew Bouche, BS
Jack Boulware, BS
Kelcie Bourquin, BSED, Cum Laude
Kelcie Bourquin, BS, Cum Laude
Katherine Bowden, BS
Devon Bowen, MSED
Jonathan Boyack, BS
Travis Boyd, BS
Jillian Boydston, BS
Robert Boyer, BS, Cum Laude
Emily Bozzer, BS, Cum Laude
Kelsey Brabo, MSED
Cassandra Braddy, DPT
Tyler Bradford, BS
Michael Bradley, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Katherine Brady, MS
John Brandt, BA, Cum Laude
Cody Branstetter, BA, Cum Laude
Jared Brassfield, BS
Ariel Braswell, BS
Brik Brauburger, BS, Cum Laude
Madison Bravard, BS, Cum Laude
Cassidy Brekken, BSED, Summa Cum Laude
Jessica Brenneke, BA
Megan Brewer, BSED
Molly Brewer, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Kenneth Briggenhorst, BFA
Chelsei Briggs, BFA
Michael Brinkmeyer, BSED, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Tyler Brock, BSED
Krista Brooks, MACC
Robiann Broomfield, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Nicholas Brosius, MS
Coleman Browder, BS
Abby Brown, MS
Alec Brown, BFA, Magna Cum Laude
Breon Brown, BS
Caitlin Brown, BSED, Summa Cum Laude
Erica Brown, BS
Ernest Brown, MS
Jacey Brown, DPT
Jason Brown, BS
Jeffrey Brown, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Kyle Brown, BS
Kylee Brown, BS
Laura Brown, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Lindsay Brown, BSED
Lucas Brown, MSED
Matthew Brown, BS
Zachary Brown, BS
August Browning, BS
Jennifer Bruce, MSED
Daniel Bruner, MACC
Justin Bruno, BS
Lauren Brust, MSW
Heather Bryant, BGS
Sarah Bryant, BS
Adam Bryson, BS, Cum Laude
Delaney Buckman, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Jamie Buerger, BSED
Lynda Buffat, BS
Andrea Buffington, MS
Lucky Bui, BS
Susan Buist, MS
Michal Bulak, BS
Blake Burger, BGS
Samantha Burk, MSED
Jane Burkemper, BS
Cherie Burkett, MSED
Tyne Burns, MS
Brandi Burt, BGS
Bryan Burton, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Marc Burtrum, BS
Emily Burwell, BSED, Cum Laude
Hope Buser, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Jay Butts, DPT
Jennifer Butz, DPT
Andrew Butzlaff, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Colton Byrd, BSED
Malcolm Byrd-White, BS
Richard Caballero, BS
Deborah Cahalan, BGS
Sofia Caito, BS
Nathaniel Callahan, BS
Alexander Calvillo, BS
Alessandra Camara, BS
Arielle Campbell, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Bridgett Campbell, BS
Kimberly Campbell, BS
Ryan Campbell, BS
Tiffany Campbell, MSW
Jordan Capeder, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Lauren Capps, BSED
Elliot Carlew, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Rachel Carnes, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Sarah Carney, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Casey Carpenter, EDS
Robert Carpenter, BA, Summa Cum Laude
Kaitlyn Carpp, BS
Cheyenne Carson, BS
Patricia Carson, BSED
Tessa Carson, BSN, in the Honors College
John Carter, BS
Megan Carter, BS
Nathan Carter, MSED
Ross Carter, BS
Emily Case, BS
Avery Casey, BS, in the Honors College
Madison Cash, BS
Ethan Castle, MBA
Monica Caudle, BS
Shelli Chainey-Hancock, BS, Cum Laude
Aakash Chakrabarti, MBA
Ciera Chang, BSN
Yanning Chang, MACC
Morgan Chapman, BS
Tory Chasteen, BAS
Brittany Cheatham, DNP
Na Chen, BS
Qi Chen, BS
Qianni Chen, BS
Qiuyang Chen, BS
Xi Chen, BS
Xing Chen, BS
Yuwen Chen, BS
Andrew Cheray, BS, Cum Laude
Amelia Chiles, BS
Jaimyn Chiles, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Abby Chilton, MSW
Thomas Chilton, BS
Crystal Chodes-Squibb, MSED
Ashley Christian, BS
Joshua Christian, BS
Kathleen Christian, BS
Maria Christodoulou, MAT
Eric Christophel, BS
Danielle Chronister, BSED, Cum Laude
Mengqi Chu, BS, Cum Laude
Calvin Chue, MS
Amber Cichon, AUD
Chiara Citterio, BS, Cum Laude
Teiah Clamme, BS
Zachary Clapper, MPA
Bryce Clark, BS
Cheyenne Clark, BSW, Cum Laude
Courtney Clark, BS
Haley Clark, BS
Zane Clark, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Alyssa Clarkson, BSN, Magna Cum Laude
Seth Clarkson, MACC
Jasmin Claros, BS
Louis Claussen, MM
Ashley Clements, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Logan Clements, BS, Cum Laude
Taylor Clifton, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Brooke Clodfelter, BS, Cum Laude
Mikayla Clubine, BS, Cum Laude
Jordan Cochran, BSN, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Madison Cochran, BSED, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Sherry Cochran, BSW, Summa Cum Laude
Paige Cockriel, MHA
Kristy Coffin, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Lance Coffman, MBA
Jared Cohen, BS
Braxton Coil, BS, Cum Laude
Autumn Cole, BS
Doreen Cole, BSW
Candace Coleman, AUD
Ryan Coll, BS
Abigail Collett, BS, Cum Laude
Mick Collias, BS
Amber Collier, MSED
Andrew Collins, BA
Beverly Collins, BSED, Summa Cum Laude
Elizabeth Collum, BA
Chase Colton, BS
Danielle Comford, BS, Cum Laude
Shannon Conder, BA
James Conley, BS
Mary Kate Conley, BS  
Kalli Conner, MS  
Patrick Conner, MHA  
Jesika Converse, MSW  
Kaitlyn Cook, BSED  
Kyle Cook, BS  
Jana Coombs, BSN, Cum Laude in the Honors College  
Myranda Coons, BS, Cum Laude  
Denise Cooper, DNAP  
Mackenzie Cooper, BS  
Kyleigh Copley, BS, Summa Cum Laude  
Haley Corbett, BS  
Jay Cormier, MS  
Jonathan Cornelisse, BS, Cum Laude  
Cody Costello, BS, Cum Laude  
Melissa Cotton, MPH  
Jesse Coulter, BS  
Tanner Counts, DPT  
Lauren Court, BS  
Emily Couture, BS  
Blayne Cowan, BS  
Haley Cowan, BS  
Shaina Cowan, BSED, Cum Laude  
Mikel Cox, MS  
Nathaniel Cox, BSED  
Nicholas Coyne, BS, Magna Cum Laude  
Ashley Cozad, BSW  
Sam Crabtree, MBA  
Samantha Crager, DPT  
Jacqueline Craig, MS  
Rebecca Craig, BS
Ashley Crawford, BS
Michael Crawford, BFA, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Michael Crawford, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Gregory Crew, BS, Cum Laude
Ashley Crews, BSN, Cum Laude
Kerri Crews, MSED
Kara Crighton, EDS
Ashley Crisafuli, BA
Jessica Crisco, BS
Tara Crites-Olson, BSED
Andrew Crocker, BS
Brian Crockwell, BS
Joshua Cron, BS
Ryan Crosby, BS
Brittany Crouch, BA
Tony Crowder, BS
Chloe Crowes, BS
Jacob Crusinberry, BA
Jeremy Cuebas, BMUS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Emily Culp, BSW, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Courtney Cunningham, BSED
Hannah Cunningham, BS
Alexis Curran, BSN, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Klayton Curran, BS
Kaitlin Curtis, BSED, Cum Laude
Luke Dainty, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Courtney Dale, BSED, Cum Laude
Richard Dameron, MSED
Chawn Daniel, BSED, Cum Laude
Julie Daoust, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Richard Darden, BS
Ashley Dasal, BS
Taylor Dauphin, BS
Eric Davidson, BS
Alesia Davis, BSED
Anna Davis, BGS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Brandy Davis, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Carey Davis, EDS
Charles Davis, MSED
Daytona Davis, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Daytona Davis, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Dustin Davis, BSW
Justin Davis, BS
Michael Davis, BS
Tyler Davis, BS
Samuel Day, BME, Summa Cum Laude
Jaclyn de Jacquant, MS
Brittany Deal, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Amy Dean, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Sydney Dean, MSED
Taylor Deayon, MBA
Cameron Deckett, BSAT, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Kara Delgado, BS
Mariel Delgado Cruz, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Katelyn DeNap, BA, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Haiyin Deng, MACC
Wei Deng, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Jordan Denning, BS
Derek Dennison, BS
Willow Derbidge, MSED
Emily Derges, BS
Karin Derigne, DPT
Allison Derks, BS
Jacob Derryberry, BFA
James Derryberry, BFA
Nrupa Desai, BS
Kelsey Dethrow, MS
Kelsey DeVasure, BS
Brianna Diamond, BA
Katherine Dickensheet, MSW
Kayla Diehl, BSN, Cum Laude
Heather Dietz, BS
Lindsay Dill, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Tyler Dill, BS
Bradley Dillner, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Jane Dimakos, BSED
Wei Ding, BS
Kristen Diotte, BSED, Cum Laude
Mame Codou Diouf, BS
Mary Disney, BS
Jerad Divine, BS, Cum Laude
Bradley Dixon, MGS
Morgan Dixon, BS
Jerri Dodson, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Paul Dodson, MS
Austin Doeren, BS
Mollye Doering, BSED
Taylor Doering, BS
Deanna Doerr, BS
Eric Doherty, BSAT
Kyle Doherty, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Elizabeth Doing, BSED, Cum Laude
Blaine Domer, MS
Diana Dominguez, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Cassie Donahue, BS
Jieying Dong, BS
Kelsey Dootson, BA
Jessica Dorney, BS
Jacqueline Dorsey, MSED
Cori Doubek, BA
Marissa Douglas, MS
Riker Douglas, MS
Daniel Dowell, BS
Leah Downard, MM
Dylan Dragon, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Katharine Driscoll, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Nicholas Driscoll, BFA, Cum Laude
Caitlin Drummond, BS, Cum Laude
Sara Duckworth, BSW
Alyssa Ducommun, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Alyssa Ducommun, BSED, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Paige Duda, MAT
Aubren Dudley, BS
Kristyn Duepner, BSED
Erin Duewel, BS
Dava Dull, MS
Zachariah Dumas, BS
Becket Duncan, MS
Nicholas Duncan, BS
Elizabeth Dunne, BSED, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Brianna Dunville, BS
Kaitlyn Eagon, MSED
David Easley-Prier, BMUS
Joe Eason, BS
Nikki Evans, BSN, Magna Cum Laude
Cynthia Everitt, MSED
Brendan Everson, BS
Shae Ewan, BSW, Magna Cum Laude
Austin Ewing, BS
Cathlyn Ewy, BSED
Olivia Ezell, BS
Luke Fabiunke, MS
Stella Falconer, MHA
Catherine Falge, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Jill Fannin, MAT
Islam Farag, MA
Amanda Farmer, BS
Jennifer Faus, BS, Cum Laude
Eric Fawcett, MS
Mattie Fay, BSED
Daniel Feldsien, BS
Yaqi Feng, BS
Yuan Feng, BS
Hannah Ferguson, BFA, Magna Cum Laude
Holly Ferguson, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Ali Feris, BFA
Coury Ferson, BS
Sadie Ferwalt, BS, Cum Laude
Rebecca Feston, BS
Heather Feyerabend, BS
Jessica Fiala, BSW
Andrea Filliben, MS
Kelsea Fink, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
William Finn, BS
Cole Finup, BS
Louis Fiquet, BS
Merissa Fisk, BS
Steven Fitzgerald, BS
Brandon Fitzlaff, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Glendola Flake, MSW
Evan Flanders, BSN, Cum Laude
Patrick Fleming, BS
Christie Fletcher, BS
Kate Fletcher, BSW, Cum Laude
Lesli Fletcher, MSW
Zachary Fletcher, BA, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Stacy Flora, MS
Alicia Floyd, EDS
Taylor Floyd, BS
Keith Flynn, BS
John Foley, MS
Shayna Foley, BS
Connor Forbeck, BS
Flora-Jean Forbes, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Kara Forck, BSED, Cum Laude
Riley Foreman, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Alexandra Forst, BS
Terra Fortner, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Joshua Foss, MS
Jacob Foster, BS
Sarah Foster, MS
Connor Fowler, BS
Alyson Fox, MS
Dylan Fox, BSED
Dorota Fraczak, MS
Renata Franklin, BS
Tami Franklin, BA
John Frauenhoffer, BS
Malayna Frazer, DPT
Kristen Frazier, BS
Tyler Frederick, BS
Miranda Freeman, BS
Elizabeth Freie, MSED
Emalee Fries, BS
Kevin Fringer, BS
Jill Fritter, MSW
Taylor Fritz, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Nikki Frolos, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Willa Fry, AUD
Xinyao Fu, BS
Emily Fuller, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Gregory Fuller, BS
Mason Fuller, BS
Stephanie Funderburk, BS
Chase Gabriel, BS
Robert Gaddis, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Yijin Gai, BS
Audrey Gaines, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Kacie Gaines, BS
Matthew Gallion, MPA
Chelsea Gamble, BS
Jiaying Gan, BS
Martin Gander, BS
Tselmeg Gankhuyag, MS
Wa Gao, MACC
Alec Garbs, BS
Claudia Garcia, BSED, Cum Laude
Jessica Garcia, BA, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Joseph Garcia, BS, Cum Laude
Courtney Gardell, BSN, Cum Laude
Elaina Gardner, BS
Jeffrey Gardner, BS
Kenneth Gardner, MA
Shelly Gardner, MS
Bradley Garman, BSED
Zachariah Garner, BS
Kristen Garofalo, BS
Kathleen Garrett, MS
Staci Garvin, MS
Nydia Garza, BS
Dylan Gates, BS
Fredrick Gates, BS
Madeline Gauen, BS
Lucas Gautier, BS
Ashley Geary, MACC
Christopher Geier, BS, Cum Laude
Elizabeth Gelhaus, MS
Marin Gelsheimer, BSW
Claire Geneser, BS, in the Honors College
Amanda George, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Matthew George, BS
Peter Geraghty, BS
Logan Geren, BSN, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Ebony Gibbs, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Bryan Gibson, BMUS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Christina Gibson, BS
Kabriell Gideon, BS
Brady Gifford, BS
Gayla Graven, MSW
Jay Grawe, BS
Jamie Gray, BSED, Cum Laude
Rachel Gray, MS
Brandon Greathouse, BS
Hannah Green, BFA, Magna Cum Laude
Kaitlyn Green, BSED, Cum Laude
Logan Green, BS
Michael Green, BS
Preston Green, BS
Whitney Green, MS
Rebecca Greenan, BS
Joseph Gregg, BS
Emily Gregory, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Shelby Greninger, BS
Krista Griffin, BS
Megan Griffin, BSN, Summa Cum Laude
Zachary Griffith, BS
Rosanna Griffiths, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Maria Grindstaff, MSED
Cameron Griot, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Paige Grisham, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Asia Grishchuk, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Grace Gronniger, MS
Kurtis Grothoff, MA
Christine Grubb, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Chelsey Grundyson, BSED
Sophie Grus, BA, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Ruoqi Gu, BS, Cum Laude
Coy Guffey, BS
Laura Guffey, BSED
Lauren Gulley, BA
Renee Gunn, BS, Cum Laude
Arthur Guslim, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Alexandra Gustin, BS
Joseph Guy, BS, Cum Laude
Isabel Guzman, BSW
Kelsey Habighorst, BS
Seth Hair, BFA
Taryn Haley, BFA, Cum Laude
Caleb Hall, BS, Cum Laude
Chase Hall, BS
Kelsey Hall, DPT
Mary Haller, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Susan Hallinan, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Miranda Ham, BS
Abrillia Hamilton, BGS
Kadie Hamilton, BSED
Kadie Hamilton, BS
Joshua Hammack, MBA
Riley Hammond, MS
Nickolaus Hampe, BS
Jongyeon Han, BS
Peijue Han, MGS
Yushan Han, MBA
Lora Hand, MSW
John Hanes, BS
Mark Hanes, BS
Mary Hankins, BS, Cum Laude
Lori Hannon, BGS
Katlyn Hanson, BS
Qingnan Hao, BS
Xuehang Hao, BS
Nicole Hardison, MAT
William Hardwicke, MSED
Rama Haris, MBA
Marla Harman, MS
Jenna Harmison, BSED
Skyler Harmon, MS
Rebecca Harms, BS
Megan Harness, MS
Noelia Haro, BS
Megan Harper, BSED
Jennifer Harrington, BSED
Madeline Harrington, BSED
Charles Harris, MBA
Jack Harris, EDS
Leah Harris, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Matthew Hart, BSED
Kody Hartman, BME, Cum Laude
Cherish Haselhorst, BS
Sohail Hashmi, MS
Andrew Hastings, BSAT, Cum Laude
Victoria Haston, BS
Katherine Haszcz, MS
Korey Haun, BS
John Hawkins, BS
Klayton Hawkins, BS, Cum Laude
Rachel Hawley, BFA
Caroline Hayes, BFA
Rachelle Hayes, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Samantha Hayes, BFA, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Caleb Haymes, BMUS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Shannon Hays, BA, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Zimeng He, MACC
Glen Healy, BS
Ashlee Hearod, MNAS
Jessica Heaton, BSED
Richard Hebert, BS
Tyler Heckman, BMUS, Magna Cum Laude
Samantha Hedding, MSW
Victoria Hedgecock, BS
Kimberly Hefling, BSED
Katherine Heim, BS
Blyare Helm, BSN, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Abigail Helton, BME, Magna Cum Laude
Kaylee Henderson, MA
Robert Henderson, BS
Jiedi Heng, MACC
Mary Henn, BA, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Kara Henry, BSW
Gregory Herber, BS
Ellen Herbig, BA, Cum Laude
Jonathan Herd, BS
Celina Hernandez, BSW
Rachel Herr, BME, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Janice Hersey, MA
Kevin Hessel, BS
Gavin Hester, BS
Alice Heywood, BS
Michael Hickinbotham, BS
Devon Hicks, BS
David Higginbotham, MS
Morgan Highfill, BS
Cheyenne Hill, MSED
Lindsay Hill, MSN
Tamara Hill, DNAP
Byron Himes, BS
Emily Hinkebein, BS
Mandisha Hocklander, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Theresa Hoehn, BS
Natalie Hoernig, MS
Maecy Hoffman, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Stephen Hoffman, BS, Cum Laude
John Hoffmann, BS
Emily Hogan, BSN, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Steven Hohulin, BS
Rachel Holcomb, BFA
Rebecca Holcomb, MPH
Brett Holden, BS
Brittnee Holdener, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Mackenzy Holley, BS
Jennifer Holliday, BS
Tiah Holmes, BME
Jessica Holt, BFA, Summa Cum Laude
Shannon Holt, MA
Guangyuan Hong, MACC
Sarah Honse, BSED
Brianna Horn, BS, Cum Laude
Rachel Hough, BA
Simone House, BA
Nicholas Howard, BS
Madison Howell, BS
Gary Howells, MBA
Edward Howerton, BS
Charissa Howes, BSW
Megan Hrdlicka, BS
Emily Hrpcha, BS, Summa Cum Laude
David Hruska, BS
Yu-Hsin Hsieh, MA
Ke Hu, MBA
Mengqi Hu, BS
Yanpeng Hu, BS
Jinghan Huang, BS
Shu-Ya Huang, MSED
Tianqi Huang, BS
Julie Hubbard, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Michelle Hubbard, MSED
Megan Hudson, BS, Cum Laude
Kathleen Hudspeth, BS
Marquita Huelga, BSED, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Jinger Huff, BS
Justin Hufferd, BS
David Huggins, MS
Maggie Hughes, BS
Jessie Hughey, MBA
Cynthia Hule, BSED, Cum Laude
Tessa Hull, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Asia Hulse, MS
Carmen Hulsebus, BS, Cum Laude
Shelby Hulsey, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Linsey Hunlock, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Alexander Hunsel, BS
Brook Hunt, BSED
Dalton Hunter, MACC
Megan Hurt, MS
Connor Hurteau, BS
Catherine Huslig, DPT
Mikaela Hutson, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Jessica Hutton, BS
Khai Uyen Huynh, BS, Cum Laude
Quan Huynh, BS
Joshua Hyatt, BS
Erika Ido, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Gabrielle Nicole Idos, BSN, Summa Cum Laude
Alyssa Ilgenfritz, BFA
Veronica Immethun, MS
Paul Imperato, DNAP
Nina Ingargiola, BS
Erica Inman, BSED
Robert Inman, BS
Susan Inman, DNP
Erin Ipock, EDS
Josh Jackman, BS
Lindsey Jackson, MA
Mary Jackson, MS
Lauren Jacobs, BSED, Cum Laude
Emma James, BS
Kelly James, MS
Susan James, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Melissa Jankovitz, BSED
Suzanne Janse van Rensburg, BS
Cassandra Janson, BSED
Nikolaus Jehle, BS
Kayla Jenkins, BS
Abigail Jennings, BSED, Cum Laude
Gavin Jennings, BS
McKenzie Jennings, BSED
Veronica Jennings, BS
David Jergenson, DPT
Sidi Jia, BS
Yang Jiao, BS
Terra Jinks, BSW
Alicia Johnson, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Autumn Johnson, BS
Avalon Johnson, BA
Kelly Johnson, BS
Kerri Johnson, BS
Lauren Johnson, BS
Luke Johnson, BS
Madison Johnson, BS
Ryan Johnson, MS
Samantha Johnson, BSED
Tyler Johnson, BS
Tyler Johnson, BSED
Zachary Johnson, BS
Dana Johnston, BS
Kayla Johnston, BSED
Danielle Jones, MSED
Dylan Jones, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Gabrielle Jones, BS, Cum Laude
Heather Jones, BSED
Shana Jones, BSED, Cum Laude
Sharon Jones, MA
Tyler Jones, BS
Tyler Jones, BS
Tyler Jones, BS
William Jones, MS
Landon Jordan, BS, Cum Laude
Caitlin Kemp-Shukwit, BS, Cum Laude
Kimberly Kennedy, BFA, Cum Laude
Niki Kennedy, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Megan Kern, BS
Brett Kerns, BS
Joseph Kerr, BA
Angela Kessen, DPT
Sarah Kessler, BME, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Brett Kesterson, BSED
Azharuddin Khan, MBA
Azharuddin Khan, MS
Uchral Khurelbaatar, MBA
Brittany Kiefer, BSAT, Cum Laude
Emily Kiehne, MHA
Elizabeth Kientzle, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Hanna Kientzy, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Patricia Kiersey, MS
Andrea Kieska, BFA
Alexandria Kilgore, BS
Kaleb Killingsworth, BS
Kylie Kilpatrick, MSED
E Rye Kim, BS
Ji Won Kim, BS
Christopher King, MSED
Caleb Kinkead, BS
Christian Kirk, BS
Cassandra Kite, BSW
Farren Kizzire, MSW
Rachel Klaus, MS
Jenna Klausing, BS, Cum Laude
Tyler Kleeschulte, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Anna Klem, BS
Mikaeyla Kliethermes, BSN
Dane Knapp, BS, Cum Laude
Lindsey Knapp, BSAT
Savannah Knight, BS
William Knight, MS
Cody Knodell, BS
Kevin Knox, MSW
Scott Knox, BS
Benjamin Knuckles, BS
Alina Kobykhno, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Kimberly Koch, BS
Kristen Kohlhepp, MS
Jason Komm, BS
Jeremy Kommel-Bernstein, MS
Yawen Kong, BS
Lindsey Koop, MS
Lauren Kopf, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Bradley Korn, MS
Sirisha Kottali, MHA
Yufei Kou, BS
Charles Kovacs, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Helen Kozlov, DNP
Hannah Kreisel, BS
Matt Krick, BS
Jennifer Kruse, BSN, Cum Laude
Joshua Kumpula, MSED
Mikayla Kunce, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Avery Kunze, MBA
Olivia Kunze, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Elizabeth Kusel, BS
Murat Kuvanc, MS
Michael Kwon, MS
Abigail Lackrone, MBA
Elizabeth Lake, BSED, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Darien Lame, BS
Alvin Lan, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Paula Landry, BFA, Cum Laude
Ronan Landry, BS
Kevin Lang, BS
Leah Langenberg, BSN, Summa Cum Laude
Jensen Lansaw, MHA
Angela Lanzone, MS
Jessica Larson, BS
Melinda Larson, BS
Michelle Larue, DPT
Tiffany LaRue, BS
Jacob Lasater, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Kalli Lauver, BS
Shelby Lavender, BS, Cum Laude
Frederick Lawler, BS
Brett Lawless, BS
Annie Lay, BFA, Summa Cum Laude
Cassandra Le, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Stephany Lebron Garcia, MBA
Danielle Lebrun, BS
Amy Lee, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Hyeongsik Lee, BS
Jalen Lee, BFA
Jamal Lee, BS
Keith Lee, BS
Kristan Lee, BS
Kristopher Lee, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College

Carissa Leffler, BS, Cum Laude

Chance Legaspi, BS

Jiwen Lei, MBA

Aubree Lemarr, BSN, Summa Cum Laude

Kyle Lemarr, BSAT

Marcus Lemasters, BS, Magna Cum Laude

Casey Lemons, BSED

Kelsey Lenoch, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College

Alicia Lensing, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College

Alaina Lenzen, AUD

Danielle Leonarduzzi, BS

Sarah LePage, BS

Heather Lepper, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College

Katherine Leriche, BS

Sergio Lescano, BS

Lauren Lester, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College

Kent Leugers, BS

Gilbert Levey, BS

Tyjuan Lewis, BA

Dominique Leyva, BS

Jiahui Li, BS

Jiao Li, BS

Jinhong Li, BS

Mengxi Li, BS

Peitao Li, BS

Tianyang Li, BS

Yan Li, BS

Yuan Li, BS

Yuanyuan Li, BS

Zhaoxing Li, BS
Zhenhao Li, BS, Cum Laude
Zhuoyu Li, MBA
Michael Lightbourne, BS
Brenna Lightsey, BA, in the Honors College
Thomas Lingo, BS
Jared Lipe, BS
Casey Little, BSED
Evan Little, BS
Ivy Littles, MSW
Casey Littrell, BS
Juleah Littrell, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Qianwen Liu, BS
Shuhe Liu, BS
Ting Liu, MBA
Andy Lo, BS
Halley Loflin, BA
Hannah Logan, BSED
Sarah Logan, BS
Genevieve Lohr, BSW
Marita Loidl, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Stephanie London, BS
Stephanie Long, EDS
Rebecca Longenecker, BSED
Natasha Lopez, MSED
Nelly Lopez, BS
Kristina Lor, MBA
Erica Lorenzo, BA
Paige Lorenzo, BS
Austin Lotz, BSED, Cum Laude
Jared Lotz, EDS
Jessica Lowder, MSED
Cassidy Lowery, BS
Jennifer Lowrey, MA
Kaily Lowrey, BS
Qiong Lu, MACC
Lan Luan, BS
Mu Luan, MACC
Molly Lucas, BS, Cum Laude
Andrew Ludwig, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Abbey Lundy, MSED
Dalton Lusk, BSN, Cum Laude
Emily Lutton, BS, Cum Laude
Tracy Luzadder, BS
Daniel Lynch, BS
Thomas Lynch, BSED
Colton Lynn, BS
Benjamin Lyons, BA
Deanna Lyons, BS
Luke Lyons, BA, Cum Laude
Nicholas Lytle, BS, Cum Laude
Jingyi Ma, BS
Jun Ma, BS
Yijiang Ma, BS
Ying Ma, BS
Brittaney Mackay, BS
Daniel Macke, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Manoj Kumar Madisetty Veera, MHA
Michelle Madsen, MS
Kyle Maggi, MA
David Mahaffey, MBA
Kaitlin Maher, MS
Megan Maholy, BSED, Cum Laude
Aaron Mahurin, BS
Marilyn Maley, BA
Elizabeth Malom, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Jessica Maly, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Alyssa Mangan, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Mia Mann, MS
Nicholas Mannebach, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Gregory Mantei, BSED
Kelly Mantle, BSED, Cum Laude
Andrew Marino, BS
Danielle Marquard, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Andrew Marsh, MACC
Christopher Marsh, BS
Caleb Martensen, BS
Amellia Martin, BS
Daejah Martin, BS
Elaina Martin, BSED, Cum Laude
Jennifer Martin, BS
Karin Martin, DPT
Lauren Martin, AUD
Samantha Martin, BS
Erik Martinez, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Kaia Martz, BFA
Jason Massengale, BS
Kyle Masterson, MSED
Thomas Masterson, MSED
Kent Mastroianni, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Corey Matchael, BS
Diana Matei, BSN
Tyler Mathenia, BS
Brian Mathias, MS
James Mauk, MM
Desiree Mauppins, MS
Kristopher Maxson, MS
Kimberly Mayfield, MS
Kendra Maynard, DPT
Michelle Mayne-Nicholls, MSED
Rachel Mayo, BS
Kathryn McAllister, BFA, Magna Cum Laude
Amanda McCafferty, BS
Caitlin McCann, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Garett McCarter, MBA
Katheryn McCaulla, BFA
Shaun McCaulla, BS
Hollie McClarnon, MS
Julie McClure, MSED
Justin McClurg, BSED
Catherine McCluskey, MBA
Katelyn McCoy, MNAS
Kylene McCoy, BSED
Melanie McCray, BFA
Daniel McCutchen, BS
Lauren McCutcheon, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Jenna McDaniel, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Loren McDaniel, MS
Patrice McDonald, BS, Cum Laude
Tiffany McDonald, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Kathleen Mcdonough, BS
Emma McDowell, BS, Cum Laude
Daniel McFall, BS
Mary McFarland, BS
Breanna McGinnis, BS, Cum Laude
Lauren McGrath, BS
Raymond McGrew, BS
Madeline McKenzie, DPT
Heather McKinney, BS, Cum Laude
Tasha McKinney, BS
Madeline McKnight, BS, Cum Laude
John McLaughlin, BS
Morgan McLendon, BS
Ashley McMillen, BSED, Cum Laude
Rebecca McMillen, BSED, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Emily McTavish, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Micah Meadows, BS, Cum Laude
Erin Medlin, BS
Courtney Mehling, BS
Lacy Meierotto, BS
Samantha Meilink, BS
Alex Meinders, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Nicole Meiners, BSW
Eleanor Melton, BFA, Magna Cum Laude
Connor Mendenhall, BS, Cum Laude
Courtney Menear, BS
Matthew Menendez, BS
Kristina Merideth, BGS
Carrie Merritt, BSW, Magna Cum Laude
Jessica Meszaros, BS, Cum Laude
Joshua Mettlach, BS
Daniel Metzelfeld, MS
Barrett Meyer, BS
Kristen Meyer, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Izabella Michitsch, BS
Justin Middleton, BS, Cum Laude
Christen Moore, MA
Heather Moore, BS
Jeremiah Moore, BS
Shaley Moore, MA
Melissa Morales, BS
Patricia Morales, BS
Allison Moran, BS
Brittany Morgan, MS
Jeremy Morgan, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Melanie Morgan, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Jennifer Morris, MS
Erica Morrissey, BS, Cum Laude
Carla Mosby, MS
Christopher Moser, BS
Michael Mosier, BS
Trenton Mosier, BS
Alexandra Mosley, MS
Kerri Mothersead, BS
Margaret Mouser, BS
Jennifer Moutray, MS
Amber Mueller, BS
Brendon Mueller, BAS
Carolyn Mueller, BS
Elizabeth Mueller, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Kaitlyn Mueller, BS
Camile Mullins, BS
Amanda Murphree-Roberts, BMUS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Amanda Murphy, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Abubakar Musa, MS
Casey Musice, BSN, Magna Cum Laude
Anastasia Musil, BA
Shannon Myer, BS, Cum Laude
DeAnna Nabors, BS
Kristina Nadtochayev, BSED, Cum Laude
Jeremy Nagel, DPT
Sruthi Reddy Nalabolu, MHA
Jessica Nandi, BFA
Sourav Krishna Nandi, BS
Nicholas Narez, BS
Joseph Nash, BS
Rebekah Nash, MSW
Taylor Nash, BA, Cum Laude
Elisabeth Nation, DPT
Karla Nay, MSED
Cristin Neill, MS
Stetson Neldon, BSED
Esther Nelson, BS
Jennifer Nelson, BS
Laleh Nematpour, MS
Christian Nemmers, BFA
Stefanie Nentrup, BS
Kaitlyn Nevills, MHA
Jared Newhart, BS
Rebecca Newth, BS, Cum Laude
James Neyhard, BS
Diem Nguyen, MBA
Marie Nguyen, BS, Cum Laude
Kimberly Nichols, BSED
Michael Nichols, DNAP
Samuel Nichols, BA
Nathaniel Nicholson, BSED
Nickolas Nickols, MA
John Olsen, BS
Jan-Michael Olson, BS
Elizabeth Omans, BSW, Summa Cum Laude
Theodore Orcutt, MA
Kimberly Orrell, BS, Cum Laude
Anthony Osborne, MS
Michael Osswald, BS, in the Honors College
Morgan Oswald, MS
Nicholas Oswalt, BA
Daniel Owens, BS
Kelly Owens, BA
Shannon Pack, MSED
Adalie Padgett, MNAS
Aaron Padilla, BS
Alexander Palazzolo, BS
Zachary Palitzsch, BA
Christopher Palma, BS
Brittani Pamperien, BSED
Yan Pan, BS
Lindsay Pape, AUD
Meerae Park, BS
Christopher Parker, BFA
Corey Parker, BS
Hayley Parker, BSED, Cum Laude
Jordan Parker, BS
Benjamin Parnell, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Amanda Parrett, BS
Alpita Patel, MBA
Alpita Patel, MS
Shreya Patel, BS
Anthony Patton, BS
Suzannah Phillips, MSW
Teresa Phillips, BS
Tia Phillips, DNP
Ty Phillips, BSED, Summa Cum Laude
Carlee Phipps, BS, Cum Laude
Chelsea Phipps, MSED
Natalie Picciano, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Andrew Picha, BS
Connor Pickard, BS
Keith Pickens, MS
Mallory Pickens, BSED, Cum Laude
Kaleigh Pickett, BS
Jacalyn Pina, BS
Nicholas Pina, BS
Xirun Ping, MBA
Megan Pinney, BSED, Cum Laude
Suzanne Piper, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Gabrielle Pirrie, BGS, Summa Cum Laude
Brandon Pitts, BSED
Audrey Plaisance, BS, Cum Laude
James Plemmons, BAS
Chelsea Pliler, BSN
Alexis Poe, BSED, Cum Laude
Samantha Pohle, BSED, Cum Laude
Caitlin Polley, BSED, Cum Laude
Jessi Pope, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Snow Popis, BS
Mason Porter, DPT
Siva Krishna Potla, MHA
Meghan Potthoff, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Carson Powell, BSAT, Cum Laude
Alyssa Powers, BSN, Cum Laude
Stephan Powers, MS
Taylor Prenger, BS
Sarah Presser, MSED
Tammy Preston, MS
Justin Prewitt, BSED
Dora Price, BS, Cum Laude
Crystal Prince, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Miranda Prock, BS, Cum Laude
Jena Prue, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Nadezhda Pshonyak, BS
Haomiao Qin, BS
Zhongsong Qiu, BS
Yuanyuan Qu, BS
Autumn Quinn, BSED, Summa Cum Laude
Claire Quinn, BSED
Shane Rader, BS, Cum Laude
Thomas Rallo, BS
Shravan Rama, MHA
Duany Ramos, MSED
Catrin Ramsey, BS
Hannah Ramsey, BSED, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Tegan Rand, MSED
Tara Randles, BS
Iliana Rangel, BS, Cum Laude
Xin Rao, BS
Emma Rapp, MS
Kayla Ratliff, BS, Cum Laude
Alexis Raushel, BS
Sydney Reaves, BS
Charlotte Redhead, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Ashley Reed, MSW
Chandler Reed, BFA
Matthew Reese, BS
Trevor Reger, BS
Taylor Regot, BSED
Ashley Reich-DeWaard, BSED
Kayte Reichert, BS
Samantha Reid, BA
Kayla Reilly, BS
Matthew Reinagel, DPT
Noelle Reinhold, MBA
Nicollette Rempe, BS
Siqi Ren, BS, Cum Laude
Katherine Renkoski, BSAT, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Laura Reno, BS
Lucille Ressler, BFA, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Natalia Reyes, BS
Jason Rhea, BGS
Alyssa Rice, BS
Tara Rice, BSED, Cum Laude
Katie Richards, MS
Allyson Richardson, BSED
Jenean Richardson, BS
Kaitlyn Richardson, BS
Sydney Richelieu, BS, Cum Laude
Makenzi Richmond, BS
Gabriel Richner, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Jacob Richter, BS
Kaylee Riden, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Kendra Ridpath, BS
Tyler Riegler, BS
Kallie Riff, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Alexander Riggins, BSN
Shannon Riley, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Malissa Rinear, BS, Cum Laude
Justin Ripperger, BS
Brittany Risenhoover, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Christina Risenhoover, MSED
Ethan Ritschel, BA, Summa Cum Laude
German Rivera-Bosques, MHA
Harrison Robb, BS
Alexandra Robbins, BSED, Cum Laude
Eric Roberts, BS
Joshua Roberts, BS
Justin Roberts, BS
Marissa Roberts, BS
Sariah Roberts, BSED, Cum Laude
Allicyn Robertson, BSW
Danielle Robertson, BS
David Robinson, BS
Marshall Robinson, BS
Ryan Robinson, BS
Craig Roblyer, MS
Nicole Roby, BSED
Sarah Rocha, BSED
Madison Rodery, BS
Elizabeth Rodgers, BS, Magna Cum Laude
M’lissa Rodgers, BME, Magna Cum Laude
Jean Rodriguez, MSW
Nichole Rodrock, DNP
Elizabeth Rodwell, BA
Alexandra Roettger, BSN, in the Honors College
Christine Rogers, MSW
David Rogers, BS
Elizabeth Rogers, MSED
Sonja Rogers, MSED
Samantha Rohde, BS, Cum Laude
Kathleen Rohowetz, BSED
Mark Roller, MS
Andrew Romano, BS, in the Honors College
Abigail Rooney, BS, Cum Laude
Queatrice Roper, BS
Charles Rose, BS
Lauren Rose, BS
Michael Rose, MA
Danielle Rosebeck, DPT
Erin Roseman, BSED, Cum Laude
Brian Ross, MS
Christopher Ross, BS, Cum Laude
Daniel Ross, BS
Elizabeth Ross, BSED, Cum Laude
Lauren Rotondo, BS, Cum Laude
Jaclyn Roundtree, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Julia Roundtree, BSAT
Stephen Rowe, MGS
Mackenzie Rozell, BS
Elizabeth Rudell, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Jeffrey Ruggeri, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Benjamin Ruschell, MS
Zachary Russell, BA, Cum Laude
Cara Russo, MACC
Garrett Ruzicka, BS, Cum Laude
Jordan Ryan, BA
Sarah Ryan, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Andrew Ryno, BS
Courtney Sack, BSN, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Brian Sager, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Christopher Sager, BS, Cum Laude
William Sallee, MS
Christine Salyer, BS, Cum Laude
Aaron Sampson, BS
Joanna San Paolo, MSW
Elizabeth Sandbothe, BS
Mariah Sander, MSW
Kathleen Sanders, MA
Zachary Sanders, BS
Noel Sandoval, BS
Dylan Sands, BFA
Maureen Sanning, BS
Jorel Sardeson, BS
Caroline Sare, BSW
Stevie Saunders, BS, Cum Laude
Chase Savaiano, BS, Cum Laude
Dustin Scales, BS
Dacoda Scarlett, MS
Erica Schaefer, BS
Leesa Schaumann, MS
Gerhardus Scheepers, MM
Maya Scheibal, BS, Cum Laude
Holly Scherer, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Andrew Schesser, BSN, in the Honors College
Makaila Schieber, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Dakota Schildknecht, BSED
Christopher Schiller, BS
Jerad Schlorff, BS
Eric Schmeling, BAS, Summa Cum Laude
Cassandra Schmidt, BSED, Summa Cum Laude
Zachary Schmidt, MS
Vicki Schmitt, EDS
Garrett Schmitz, BS
Nathan Schnabel, MBA
Hannah Schneider, BS
Lindsey Schneider, BS
Hannah Schnelle, BSN, in the Honors College
Hannah Schnoring, BS
Jessica Schoenrock, BS, in the Honors College
Debra Schow-Smith, MS
Heather Schreiman, BSW, Magna Cum Laude
Emily Schrick, BS
Lindsay Schroeder, BFA, Cum Laude
William Schuermann, BS
Brittanie Schuette, MS
Jonathan Schulte, BS
Parker Schulte, BS
Jacob Schwartz, BSED
Elizabeth Schwertfeger, BSED
Cheryl Schwind, MSED
Jenna Scott, MBA
Jordann Scow, MS
Alexandra Scribner, BSN, Cum Laude
Rodney Scudder, BS
Kaitlyn Seery, BS
Keyshya Seifner, BS
Rebecca Sellers, MS
Anthony Senevey, BS
Benjamin Serangeli, BS
Catheranne Sesher, BS
Andrew Setzer, BS
Caitlin Severs, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Kadison Severson, BS
Jordan Sexton, BS, Cum Laude
Mackenzie Seyer, BSN, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Marisa Seymour, BS
Dexuan Sha, MS
Margaret Shabel, BSN, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Samantha Shadid, BS
Ashlee Shadwick, BS
Julie Shalley, BS
Erik Shannahan, BS
Elizabeth Shannon, BSED, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Sarah Sharpe, MBA
Jamelia Shealey, BS
Erin Shean, MS
Austin Shearin, MS
Baillie Shebesta, BS, Cum Laude
Daniel Sherrell, BS
Angdi Shi, BS
Shumeng Shi, BS
Ashley Shields, BS
Carly Shields, BS
Parlie Shikany, BS
Abigail Shipley, BS
Taylor Shipley, BS
Taylor Shireman, BS, Cum Laude
Yvonne Shirley, MS
Tiffany Shockley, BSW
Tera Short, BS
Whitney Shouse, BS
Jacob Showalter, BS, Cum Laude
Kelli Showers, BS, Cum Laude
Nathan Shryock, BS
Cynthia Shumock, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Kate Sibley, BS
Cathryn Siebert, BS, in the Honors College
Brittany Sieg, MS
Kevin Sikes, MS
Andrew Simmonds, BS
Tara Simmons, MS
Sean Simpson, BFA, Cum Laude
Zachary Sindelar, BS
Gagandip Singh, BS
Richard Sisco, MS
Shannon Sisk, BS
Elizabeth Sivill, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Barbara Skibiski, DNAP
Jon Skoch, BS
Lauren Skornia, BS
Joshua Slater, BS
Dustin Slaughter, BS
Kylie Small, BSED
Sandra Smart-Winegar, MBA
Chelsea Smasal, BS, Cum Laude
Rylan Smelcer, BS, Cum Laude
Austin Smith, BS
Brady Smith, MBA
Brandon Smith, BS, Cum Laude
Cassandra Smith, MM
Courtney Smith, BS
Elizabeth Smith, BS
Garrett Smith, MACC
Jamie Smith, MS
Jo Smith, BSED
Jolene Smith, BSED
Logan Smith, BA, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Makenzie Smith, BS
Matthew Smith, MS
Mitchell Smith, BSED
Piper-Danay Smith, BSN, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Shauna Smith, BFA
Tenaly Smith, BS, Cum Laude
Whitney Smith, BS
Crystal Smotherman, BS
Autumn Snider, BS
Justina Snodgrass, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Jack Snow, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Daniel Soden, MS
Maxwell Sommers, MGS
Kimberly Sonderman, MSED
Jingzhe Song, BS
Mitchell Southard, BS
Adam Sova, BS
Adam Sparks, BSAT
Rachel Sparks, BS, Cum Laude
Logan Sparlin, BS
Madison Sparrow, BSED
Heather Speake, BSED, Cum Laude
Daniel Spears, DPT
George Spencer, BS
Ryan Stober, BS
Stephanie Stockley, BS
Nicole Stolte, BSN, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Rachel Stolte, BSN, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Bradley Stompoly, BFA, Cum Laude
Christin Stoner, DNAP
Michael Storm, DNAP
Kelsey Strauss, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Keagan Strawhun, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Misty Strickland, BS, Cum Laude
Rachel Stroud, BS
Juli Stutesman, MSED
Yuhe Su, BS
Samantha Suermann, BSED
Madison Suhr, BS
Tiffany Sujkowski, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Chris Sullens, BS
Chandra Sullins, BS
Kevin Sullivan, MS
Kyleigh Sullivan, MS
Amy Summers, BS
Clinton Summers, BS
Jiani Sun, BS
Jiazheng Sun, BS
Wenlu Sun, BS
Yan Sun, MPH
Jennifer Suratt, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Taler Sutherland, BS
Brinnan Sutton, BS
Sarah Swaim, BS
Hannah Swait, BS
Whitney Swartz, BSED, Cum Laude
Jonathan Swearengin, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Nicolle Swiecicki, BA
Kaleena Swingle-Bauck, DNAP
Julia Swoboda, BS
Jared Swope, BMUS
Jayme Tackett, MSED
John Talarico, BS
Ruiqi Tang, BS
Wanqing Tang, BS
Daniel Tapia, BS
Meagan Tarrant, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Ian Tate, BS
Kimberly Tate, BFA, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Taye Taye, BS
Lisa Taylor, MS
Mariah Taylor, MBA
Tyler Taylor, BS
Theresa Teague, MASLA
Dawn Teaster, MSED
Julia Tedrow, BS, Cum Laude
Peng Teng, BS
Zhaojie Teng, BS
Kelsey Terrell, BS
Brenda Tetrick, BSN
Ali Textor, BSED, Cum Laude
Kong Thao, BS
Miranda Tharp, MSED
Wilson Tharp, BFA, Cum Laude
Hawken Thieme, BS
Christopher Thomas, BS
Heather Thomas, BSW
John Thomas, BS
Julia Thomas, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Miranda Thomas, BSN, Summa Cum Laude
Preston Thomas, BS, Cum Laude
Spencer Thomas, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Joshua Thompson, BS
Megan Thompson, BS
Alexandra Thrower, BA
Joshua Thuet, BS
Anna Thurman, EDS
Regina Tichelkamp, BS
Ariel Tidwell, BS
Sarah Timmer, BS
Garic Tinsley, BA
Daniel Tipton, BA
Sara Tipton, EDS
Mara Todd, BSED, Cum Laude
Rachel Todd, BA
Clinton Toedtmann, BS
Zachary Toennies, BS
David Toll, BS, Cum Laude
Kristina Tomaras, BS
Taylor Tomlinson, BSED
Megan Townsley, MA
Tyler Tran, BS
Tim Trehy, BS
Stephen Tribble, BS
Lorin Trick, BSW
Kaylee Trost, BS, Cum Laude
Jeremy Truitt, MS
Katrina Trussler, BS
Jacob Tucker, BS
Kade Tucker, BSED
Kira Turner, BS
Molly Turpin, BS
Rebecca Tyler, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Kathleen Uhlig, DPT
Matt Ule, BS
Lauren Ulmer, BS
Christopher Underwood, BS
Elizabeth Underwood, BSED, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Jade Underwood, BSED
Jenna Unerstall, MSED
Narendra Vijaya Uppugunduri, MHA
Amanda Urban, MSED
Alexandrea Usery, BS, Cum Laude
Haley Ussery, BS, Cum Laude
Tyler Ussery, BS
Mackenzie Valenti, MSW
Victoria Valenti, BS
Anthony Van, BS
Larissa Van Ostran, BS, Cum Laude
Nicholas Van Valkenburg, BSAT
Tyler Vanderlaan, BA
Brandon Vandiver, BS
Whitney Vann, BSED
Allen VanNess, MSED
Alexanderia Varney, BS
Jalene Vaughn, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Teerah Vaughn, MPA
Jeanie Veeneman, BSW, Cum Laude
Jessica Vendetti, BSED
Andrew Verhoeven, DPT
Haley Vernon, BS
Joseph Vernon, BS
Quade Vickers, BSN, Magna Cum Laude
Joseph Viehman, BS
Lauren Vincent, BSED, Summa Cum Laude
Heidi Vlietstra, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Jayme Voliva, MS
Huong Vu, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Mary Vu, MAT
Kaitlyn Vyhmeister, MBA
Zarah Vylonis, BS
Alexandria Waddell, MS
Angelia Wade, BSED
Anthony Wade, BS, Cum Laude
Tabatha Wade, MS
Emily Wagemann, BSED
Montana Waggoner, BS
Chelsea Wagner, BSED
Taylor Wagner, BS
Emily Wagoner, MS
Taylor Walker, BSED
Christian Wall, MS
Megan Wallace, BSN
Ricky Wallenburg, BS
Claire Wallrichs, BS, in the Honors College
Jianing Wan, BS
Fei Wang, BS
Jianglu Wang, MBA
Lin Wang, BS
Lingfeng Wang, BS
Na Wang, BS
Wenchang Wang, MBA
Xin Wang, BS
Xiran Wang, BS
Yankai Wang, BS
Yiru Wang, BS
Zhefu Wang, BS
Catherine Ward, BS
Jacquelyn Ward, MS
Jamie Ward, MSW
Joseph Ward, BS
Matthew Ward, BS, Cum Laude
Rebecca Ward, MBA
Sarah Ward, MSED
Ethan Warden, BME
Amanda Warren, BS
Elijah Warren, BA, in the Honors College
Carl Watkins, BS
Erin Watkins, BS
Brandi Watson, BA, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Jhasmine Watson, BS
Michael Watson, BSED
Angela Wease, BS
Jalyn Weaver, BS
Tiffanie Weaver, BS
Kayce Webber, BS
Kayla Weber, DNP
Sean Wehrle, BGS
Jinzhi Wei, BS
Yiming Wei, BS
Corey Weiland, BFA
Wesley Weisberg, BS, Cum Laude
Erica Weiser, BSN, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Marlisa Welch, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Taylor Welch, BS
William Welch, MBA
Dylan Welker, BS, Cum Laude
Amethyst Wells, BS
Danielle Wells, BSW
Richard Wells, BS
Wes Wells, MS
Xin Wen, BS
Zhenyu Wen, BS
Jessyca Wentling, BS
Tristen Wentling, MS
Amanda Werhan, MSED
Sara Werland, BS
Rachel Werner, BS, Cum Laude
Addison West, DPT
Bailey West, BSED, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Brionna West, BS, Cum Laude
Natalie West, BS
Devan Westermayer, BS
Andrew Westmaas, BS, Cum Laude
Angela Westmoreland, BS
Hailey Wexler, MBA
Mena Whalen, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Zachary Wheeler, BS
Nathan Whelan, BS
Amie White, MA
Bradley White, BS
Brittney White, BSED, Cum Laude
Jordan White, BS
Michael White, MBA
Rebekah White, BSW
Essence Whitehead, AUD
Caitlin Whitener, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Alyssa Whitlock, MHA
Kerstine Whittaker, BS
Zachary Wiatt, BS
Miranda Wickam, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Sarah Wienke, BS
Danielle Wilber, BS
Lanae Wilke, BSED, Summa Cum Laude
James Wilkerson, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Adam Wilkinson, BS
Benjamin Williams, BS
Brigette Williams, MS
Caitlin Williams, BS
Cari Williams, MSED
Carla Williams, DPT
Dorrian Williams, BS
Elizabeth Williams, BSED
Hallie Williams, BS, Magna Cum Laude
Kaylee Williams, BS, Cum Laude
Laura Williams, BSED
Makenzie Williams, BSED, Magna Cum Laude
Matthew Williams, BS
Nathan Williams, BS
Sara Williams, BSW, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Stephanie Williams, BS
Timothy Williams, MS
Tremanye Williams, BSED
Robert Williamson, BS
Christopher Willingham, BS
Brooke Willis, BS
Andrew Wilson, MA
Evan Wilson, BS, Summa Cum Laude in the Honors College
Jessica Wilson, BS
Rubecca Wilson, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Samantha Wilson, BSN, Summa Cum Laude
Justin Winder, BS
Richard Wingender, BS
Kaitlin Winters, BSW, Magna Cum Laude
Leah Winzen, BS, Cum Laude
Tyler Wirkus, BS
Katherine Wiss, BS
Courtney Withrow, BA, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Eli Wohlenhaus, BS
Joseph Wolf, BSED
Brenna Womer, MA
Kiakahi Wong, MBA
Abbey Wood, BS
Elizabeth Wood, BS, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Gloria Wood, BS
Gretchen Wood, BS
Kristopher Wood, BSED
Joshua Woodiel, BSED, Cum Laude
Christina Woods, BFA, Cum Laude in the Honors College
Caitlin Woodworth, BSED, Cum Laude
Chase Wortham, BS
Ashlee Worthey, BS
Cassidy Wrap, BS
Devon Wright, MS
Meghan Wright, BS, Cum Laude
Wendy Wright, MS
Whitney Wright, MS
Wenxin Wu, BS
Xiabin Wu, BS
Yi Wu, MS
Zheng Wu, BS
Zhihao Wu, BS
Zifan Wu, MBA
Yiyi Xiang, BS
Liqun Xiao, BS, Cum Laude
Lu Xu, BS
Peng Xu, BS, Cum Laude
Zinan Yan, BS
Haotian Yang, BS
Haoyue Yang, BS
Jingwen Yang, BS
Li Yang, BS
Mei Yang, BS
Mengdi Yang, BS
Shaobo Yang, BS
Ying Yang, MBA
Gary Yeo, MS
Jinglin Yi, BS, Cum Laude
Wenqiang Yin, MBA
Alex Young, BS
Brandy Young, BS, Magna Cum Laude in the Honors College
Tammy Young, BAS
Eric Younger, MSW
Hao Yu, BS
Lingyu Zhu, MBA
Menghan Zhu, BS
Xu Zhu, BS
Yaning Zhu, BS
Deborah Zid, BGS
Joseph Zimmer, BS, Summa Cum Laude
Ashley Zimmerman, BS
Mark Zipay, BS
Amanda Zitting, BS
Alexandria Zollner, MS
Jacob Zumdome, BS
Xiaofan Zuo, BS
Jackson Zwikelmaier, BS